
Exploring, Designing &
Generating SQL queries for

Cohort Analysis based on CMS
Healthcare Data



Step: 1

1. Steps to build a cohort using Claims Data and Electronic 
     Health Records 

Problem Statement : We need to create a cohort analysis tool to
generate insights by exploring and designing the tool and finally
by generating SQL queries for further analysis of the cohorts.
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Implementation Review : Chat GPT is able to specifically define
cohorts based on mentioned criteria and clearly identifies the
process involved in defining the cohort.



Step: 2
2. Identifying the process of Building a cohort around the 
     Mortality of patients using Claims Data and Quality Data 
     (Specific Requirement)
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Implementation Review : For a specific requirement of defining
cohort around Mortality, ChatGPT is able to mention all the steps
required such as Inclusion Criteria, Exclusion Criteria, Sub Cohorts,
Quality Checks etc. It was not able to provide steps relevant to CMS
Healthcare data by providing which criteria to include/exclude.



Step: 3
3. Designing a Cohort Analysis Tool based on CMS 
     Healthcare Data
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Implementation Review : ChatGPT is able to generate specific
insights needed for designing the Cohort Analysis Tool. It was able
to provide a broader structure of all the insights that can be
included while designing a tool.



Step: 4
4. Designing Cohort Analysis Tool (Specific Requirement)

Implementation Review : For designing Cohort Analysis Tool for a
specific requirement, ChatGPT was clearly able to define and
explain the steps required for creating the tool. However, these
steps provided only a general idea of creating a tool and was
unable to provide implementation steps which can directly be used
for creating the tool.
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Step: 5.1
5. Basic Cohort Analysis Via ChatGPT on OMOP data Model
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Step: 5.2

Implementation Review : We are able to successfully execute the
queries apart from a minor ambiguity error. It provides only the basic
query on which we have to modify the naming conventions which
we want as end result.
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Step: 6.1
6. 1.Asking ChatGPT to provide inclusion and exclusion criteria
to specify a cohort according to constraints.
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Step: 6.2

Implementation Review: ChatGPT is able to effectively develop
SQL logic for creating both exclusion and inclusion logic. We can
easily create specific cohorts as per the demand. However, it does
not provide an efficient way of referring the tables in queries which
are needed to be modified while implementing the query in SQL.
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ChatGPT efficiency in SQL:

Partially Efficient

Swipe

Not able to provide all the steps included for a specific

requirement

Finds difficult to provide any output which is relevant to

any specific database. 

General Steps are generated instead of Implementation

steps for qualitative data.

Efficient
Clearly Defining Steps and Explaining those steps

Generating a clear process and providing all the

parameters necessary for a specific requirement

Generates valid and accurate queries as per the domain

specified.

Basic and Advanced SQL queries are generated as per the

modifications in the requirements which are ready to

implement.
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